Autumn Ritual Kit

Brigid’s Grove
From our Creative Spirit Circle.
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Oh, holy, holy
these prayers that drift
on falling leaves
and wisps of cloud
dropping into my
cupped hands
with my dreams.
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Autumn Bounty Ritual Recipe

Supplies


Items from nature for a collaborative nature mandala: leaves, stones, acorns, seeds, twigs,
feathers, and other items from nature (mindfully collected and ideally found on ground). If a
group ritual, ask each person to bring a quantity of something to add to the mandala. If it is a
family ritual, go out together before moonrise to collect your items. Note: Depending on size,
composition, energy, and patience of the group, you may wish to create the mandala together first
before beginning the rest of the ritual and then gather around it for the rest of the ritual itself.



Paper leaves (can be simply cut out ovals using scrap paper) or dry, fallen leaves + markers to
write on them.



Optional: drums, rattles, or bells



Optional: a candles for each participant (place around outer edge of nature mandala)

As the wheel of the year turns towards fall, what is your bounty? What have you harvested or are
waiting until the time is right to pick? What have you created, birthed, sweated over, discovered, or
enjoyed?
Before the ritual: ask each person to respond to the prompt: “my bounty is” and collate the
responses into a collaborative bounty poem. If you are working alone, respond to this prompt on
your own and form a poem for yourself (example poem included on page 6)
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1. Body Invocation (inspired by one in Gathering for Goddess by Melusine Mihaltses):


South: I welcome Fire with my body. (We welcome Fire with our bodies [group repeats]) Rub your
hands together, feel the heat you generate. Now place your hands upon your chest. Feel the heat
upon your heart. Fire lives within me (us). I (we) have invoked the powers of Fire. Welcome Fire!



West: I welcome Water with my body. (We welcome Water with our bodies [group repeats]) Lick
your lips, wet them with your tongue. Water lives within me (us). I (we) have invoked the powers
of Water. Welcome Water!



North: I welcome Earth with my body. (We welcome Earth with our bodies [group repeats]) Give
yourself (or the person next to you) a hug or place your hands upon your thighs and then your
upper arms. Feel the solidness of your body. Earth lives within me (us). I (we) have invoked the
powers of Earth. Welcome Earth!



East: I welcome Air with my own breath. (We welcome Air with our bodies [group repeats]) Inhale
and exhale. Breathe audibly in a deep sigh. Air lives within me (us). I (we) have invoked the powers
of Air Welcome Air!

Optional variation: sing or listen to Circle Casting Song as the invocation.
2. All sing (and dance and drum!):
Let the beauty we love
be what we do
there are hundreds of ways
to kneel and kiss the ground.
(Reclaiming’s version: Let the Beauty We Love)
3. Mindfully create your beautiful nature
mandala—depending on size, composition,
energy, and patience of the group, you may
wish to create the mandala together first
before beginning the rest of the ritual and then
gather around it for the rest of the ritual itself.
4. Gratitude and abundance leaves (pre-written
on if working with children or for faster-paced
ritual). Reflect on the bounty of the year and
write down things you are grateful for on
leaves (dry, fallen leaves or on paper leaves).
Read aloud (size permitting—multiple people
can speak at same time) and then scatter the leaves around in the nature mandala.
5. Read your bounty poem (collaborative or personal): “my bounty is…”
6. Sing: Autumn is Here (modified from Gathered Here in Unitarian Universalist hymnal, Singing the
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Living Tradition)
Gathered here in the mystery of the hour
Gathered here in one strong body
Gathered here in the struggle and the power
Autumn is here
Autumn is here
(repeat several times)
7. Finish with more drumming and dancing. We usually join hands and end with the prayer: “May
Goddess bless and keep us. May wisdom dwell within us. May we create peace."
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Fall’s Return
Weed it out
cast it off
let it go.
Let it sink
into the body of the Earth
where it will be recycled,
renewed,
refreshed,
reborn.
Let the seeds drift where they may,
let your fear drift where it may.
Roll your shoulders.
Tip back your head.
Open your hands.
Let it all fall away.
Unclench your life.
Open your heart
be vulnerable
say, oh well
keep going.
It is time to sit on the rock
watch the leaves change colors
feel the winds shift into winter.
It is time to let go
to recognize what has dried up
what is falling down
what can be chopped into firewood
and burned.
The spiral twists of the wheel
the turn of the stone
the rhythm of the seasons
which care not a thing
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about your to-do list.
It just happens.
It unfolds.
It blooms and withers
takes root again
grows something new, but familiar
and surprises us
with the consistent,
wildly mysterious
Return.

“Unclench your life” phrasing from a poem by Andrea Potos.
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Bounty
My bounty is in reflection
and story-telling
and deep spaces.
My bounty is in dreams and plans
and refusing to quit.
My bounty wells up from within and
spills over with gusto
and irrepressible hope for
possibility,
and plans,
and endless newness
bright within each morning.
My bounty is in blooms and clay
and gemstones and gravel
in dirt and weeds
raspberries and blood.
My bounty brings the women.
Energy feeds the land.
Words spill forth onto
page,
screen,
memory,
ground.
My bounty is in what I hold
and release.
What I won’t give up on
and what I set free.
My bounty is milky.
Curled eyelashes,
blonde head,
sturdy legs.
My bounty is in conversation
circling the veranda in
steady, strong loops
of raw possibility
hope and wonder.
My bounty is in moments of despair and hopelessness
that break like waves on the shore
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and make way for sunrise.
My bounty gathers together broken pieces
and tries again.
My bounty moves quickly
fluttering like a butterfly
and traversing continents of desire
before alighting on a thistle
downy,
purple,
sharp,
and beautiful.
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Blessing from the Harvest Queen
May the sunset cloak of shorter days enfold you
May you dance with the patterns of
crimson and gold leaves
May you sing with owl and coyote in crisp
moonlight
May you savor the orangeness of pumpkin
and yam
and feel the sweetness of honey on your
tongue.
May you listen to the dreams of seed corn
May elderberry strengthen you with
stored sunshine
May persimmon grant you a fleeting hello
May the poignant flare of an October rose
kiss you with hope.
May your rooms be wreathed with smiles.
And, may you remember the grace and wisdom
found in both gathering and releasing.
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“Some periods of our growth are so confusing that we don’t even recognize that growth is
happening. We may feel hostile or angry or weepy and hysterical, or we may feel
depressed. It would never occur to us, unless we stumbled on a book or a person who
explained to us, that we were in fact in the process of change, of actually becoming larger,
spiritually, than we were before. Whenever we grow, we tend to feel it, as a young seed
must feel the weight and inertia of the earth as it seeks to break out of its shell on its way
to becoming a plant. Often the feeling is anything but pleasant. But what is most
unpleasant is the not knowing what is happening. Those long periods when something
inside ourselves seems to be waiting, holding its breath, unsure about what the next step
should be, eventually become the periods we wait for, for it is in those periods that we
realize that we are being prepared for the next phase of our life and that, in all probability,
a new level of the personality is about to be revealed.”
-Alice Walker, Living by the Word

Releasing and Harvesting Mandala
Reflect on the things that you have harvested this season and the things you are grateful for about your
community, your family, and yourself. You may also think of things you’d like to release and fall away.
Add words about your harvesting, gratitude, and releasing to the goddess mandala as a visual reminder.
Optional additional project: Another version of the mandala is included that can be used as a crystal grid
or with Womanrunes or your other favorite card decks. It includes the rune symbols of:
1. The Broom, rune of purification.
2. The Two Triangles, rune of focus
3. The Cauldron, rune of alchemy
4. The Flying Woman, rune of transformation
Place crystals or other objects in each position to activate the energy of that symbol.
And/or: draw four cards, one to place on each symbol. The first card represents something you are
releasing/letting go, the second what you are focusing on, the third what you are “cooking up,” and the
fourth what you are transforming.
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Everyday Magic
To dive deeper into your personal power as well
as everyday magic and co-creation, you are
welcome to join our unique ongoing Everyday
Magic experience. This international classroom is
a co-creative magical alchemy of private ritual,
guided experiences, community connection, and
sacred witnessing. We welcome you to join us:
Everyday Magic.

Come join the Circle!
Membership in the Creative Spirit Circle is FREE and packed with beautiful, bountiful
resources, including:


a free Womanrunes e-course



Companion online classroom



Goddess Studies and Ritual course



weekly virtual circles in our Facebook group

 Red Tent, sacred ceremony, and ritual
resources


blessing posters and mandalas



access to Divine Imperfections sculptures



monthly Creative Spirit Circle Journal filled with
resources such as ceremony outlines, articles,
book recommendations, sneak peeks, and
special freebies.
Claim your place in the Circle:
brigidsgrove.com/come-join-the-circle
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Red Tent Initiation Program
Following the spiral path of maiden, mother, and crone…
This online course is both a powerful, personal experience
AND a training in facilitating transformative women’s circles.
You will listen to your deep self, access your inner wisdom
and prepare to step into circle as guardian and guide for
other women who are hungering for depth, connection,
restoration, and renewal in today’s busy world.

Practical Priestessing
Do you feel that divine hum of resonance in your bones when you
hear the word Priestess? Do you want to learn tools, resources,
and rituals for practical priestessing?
This is a comprehensive six-month long, in depth priestess initiation
program for women called to vocational priestess work.
www.brigidsgrove.com

Connect with Brigid’s Grove:


brigidsgrove.com



patreon.com/brigidsgrove



facebook.com/brigidsgrove



instagram.com/brigidsgrove



brigidsgrove.etsy.com



Creative Spirit Circle Facebook Group:
facebook.com/groups/
brigidsgrovecreativespiritcircle
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About the author:
Molly has been “gathering the women” to circle, sing,
celebrate, and share since 2008. She plans and
facilitates women’s circles, Red Tents, seasonal retreats
and rituals, Pink Tent mother-daughter circles, and family
ceremonies in rural Missouri and teaches online courses in
Red Tent facilitation and Practical Priestessing.
Molly is a priestess who holds MSW, M.Div, and D.Min
degrees and wrote her dissertation about contemporary
priestessing in the U.S.
Molly is the author of Womanrunes, Earthprayer, and The
Red Tent Resource Kit. She writes about women’s circles,
nature, practical priestessing, creativity, family ritual, and
the goddess at Brigid’s Grove.

About Brigid’s Grove:
Molly and Mark co-create original Story Goddesses,
goddess sculptures, mini goddess pendants, and ceremony
kits at brigidsgrove.com (and etsy!). They publish
Womanrunes books and decks, based on the work of
Shekhinah Mountainwater.
Brigid's Grove integrates Molly's priestess work and
goddess studies with our family's shared interests in
ceremony, art, gemstones, metalwork, nature, and
intentional, creative living.
Brigid is the Irish triple goddess of smithcraft, poetry, and
midwifery. She is also a Christian saint associated with
midwives, birthing mothers, and infants.
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